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Happy Holidays! 
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As 2018 winds down, we all have been through quite a lot. Whether it was 
politically, economically, socially, financially, or mentally, it has been a tough year for 
everyone and we have been up to our ears in bad news. However, for our last issue of 

The Trail this year, I have decided to leave you all with just some of the positive 
environmental victories 2018 has brought us (and yes, I promise there are some). 

Environmental Victories in 2018 
By Ella Grande 

Goodbye Scott Pruitt! Our climate change denying, EPA administrator has finally 
resigned. Between his luxurious personal spending habits coupled with his agenda to 
dismantle any environmental progress, his scandals grew a little too big for anyone to 

ignore. It’s been a short run Scott, but thankfully, your time has run out. 

The Keystone XL Pipeline project is on pause! Around early November, Brian 
Morris, a Montana judge, ordered an additional environmental review for the project. 

Back in 2015, when the Obama administration blocked it the first time, the Trump 
administration tried to continue on anyway. Morris wrote that the Trump 

administration’s position lacks “factually based determination, let alone a reasoned 
explanation, for the course reversal.” So until then, we can happily wait for them to 

move forward with their environmental impact statement (or not, there’s no pressure). 

Record breaking renewables! The U.S. has set a record this year for renewable energy 
procurements. Multi-billion dollar corporations like Apple, Facebook, Microsoft, and 

AT&T are using their powers for good and investing in clean energy. A group of about 
60 companies altogether are funding 3.86 gigawatts of renewable energy, which is 

enough to power about 2 million homes. As amazing as that is by itself, it doesn’t stop 
just in the U.S. Coal is no longer economically and politically viable in a handful of 

European countries. With clean energy prices falling, renewables are finally surpassing 
coal use in the EU. 
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Amendment 9 passed in Florida! Amendment 9 was proposed to prohibit offshore oil 
and gas drilling in Florida and required a 60% supermajority to pass. Even with the 

coupling of an indoor vaping ban, the amendment was able to pass with 68% of the 
votes. So, even if you had a bad year, as long as the Floridians love their planet more 

than they love e-cigarettes, then we have something to be happy about. 

Patagonia gives back! Due to corporate tax cuts, the popular clothing company ended 
up paying 10 million dollars less this year in taxes. The company is calling the cut “a 

windfall for the oil and gas industry” and they weren’t going to profit off such an 
unsustainable action. Instead, Patagonia is donating all of the money to environmental 
impact groups. Their CEO, Rose Marcario, says that “Our home planet needs it more 

than we do”. On top of this, they will also donate their usual one percent of sales or 10 
percent of pre-tax profits, as they do every year. All of our companies need to be as 

environmentally conscious as they are. We thank you, Patagonia. 
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The Rise of Arctic Oil Rigging  

The Age of Oil has been a long one, and it seems to be coming to an end as the 
desperate hunt for more oil has reached as far as the Arctic. That the Arctic holds huge 
reserves has been a well-known fact for decades, but has remained one of the last regions 
of any significant size (circumscribing about 6% of the earth’s total surface) to be explored 
for oil for many reasons. Mainly because it’s locked in ice for most of the year, but also 
because it is far from support and distribution lines and it’s in one of the most extreme 
environments on earth. However, with the rise of global warming, the polar ice pack in 
the Arctic has been caused to break up and retreat, which has made it possible for ships to 
sail through the Northwest Passage for the first time in recorded history, and makes it 
physically possible to tap into the fossil fuel resources of the Arctic. 

 
 In some places, Arctic oil rigging has already begun. Russian oil giant, Gazprom, has 
begun producing small amounts of oil from the Arctic in the ocean north of Russia. 
Additionally, last month the Trump administration approved the go-ahead of the Liberty 
project to extract oil from beneath the Beaufort Sea, located off Alaska’s north coast. This 
drilling would be the first of its kind in federal waters in the Arctic and is a result of 
Trump’s reversal of an Obama-era ban on fossil fuel activity in the region. However, the 
Texas-based company that is behind the project, has been facing challenges as there is not 
enough ice. Ironic, huh?  
 In order to get to the oil, a temporary gravel island about five miles offshore has to 

By Siren Oedegaard 
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be constructed so that it can drill in shallow water. This structure requires an expanse of 
landfast sea ice, or ice that forms each winter and attaches to the coast, which would then 
be covered in gravel and concrete. However, the lack of shoreline ice has complicated U.S. efforts 
to drill in the Arctic. 
 

 Maybe this is a sign that oil drilling should not take place in the Arctic. The ice melting is 
already having negative effects on our environment, and the exploitation of these natural 
resources would further complicate things. For the sake of the people and the animals that call the 
Arctic home, and the rest of the world that are being affected by climate change, we must keep 
offshore oil in the ground for good. There is no climate-safe future that involves drilling in the 
Arctic, and we must fight for our environment. 
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 Autumn this year brought a splendid spectrum of colors to the foliage across New Jersey. 

While walking, biking, driving, or taking the bus around campus this fall, we collectively witnessed 

an intensely colorful transformation of leaves as seasons changed and temperatures fell. But what 

explains this beautiful natural phenomena that occurs on a yearly basis? The answer is 

scientifically complex, and reminds us to appreciate the intersection of beauty and nature that 

manifests in abundance  our environment.  

 One factor that determines coloration of fall foliage is the presence of various pigments 

that determine the color that we see throughout different parts of the year. The pigment 

chlorophyll can be found in leaves throughout most of the year, but this pigment that turns leaves 

green dominates the blend of pigments in the leaves for much of the spring and summer. As a 

result, leaves remain green for a large portion of the year while chlorophyll is present in the leaves 

in more abundant quantities than the other pigments. 

 Other pigments that cause the coloration in leaves include anthocyanin, carotene, and 

xanthophyll. Anthocyanin is responsible for the color red, and can create some of the most 

intense colors in the fall foliage, ranging from purple, to magenta, and even to pink depending on 

the combinations of different pigments. The Student Conservation Association explains that while 

the other pigments are present in leaves year-round, anthocyanin “production is triggered only in 

the fall when sunlight interacts with seasonally higher concentrations of sugar in the leaves.” The 

sugars that lead to this reaction only exist in high quantities during the fall.  

 The other two pigments that cause orange and yellow coloration in leaves are carotene and 

xanthophyll respectively. Carotene pigment appears in more plant matter than just leaves on 

 

Chlorophyll 
 

Plant pigments that 
produce green coloration 
in leaves. 

 

 

 

Xanthophyll 
 

Plant pigments that 
produce yellow 
coloration in leaves. 

Carotene 

 

Plant pigments that 
produce orange 
coloration in leaves. 

Anthocyanins 

 

Plant pigments that pro-
duce red coloration in 
leaves. 

Why Do Leaves Change Color? 

By Micah Gartenberg 
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trees, and is even responsible for the coloration of certain orange fruits and vegetables including 

apricots, carrots, and sweet potatoes. Xanthophyll on the other hand is responsible for the yellow 

coloration in fall foliage. Lutein, one of the most common kinds of xanthophylls in leaf coloration 

is also responsible for the yellow color of egg yolks.  

 While both carotene and xanthophyll are present in leaves year-round, chlorophyll is so 

abundant in the leaves in periods of sunshine and high temperatures that during the spring and 

summer leaves stay their many vibrant shades of green. This gives us a basic understanding of 

why foliage transitions from primarily green to a vast array of interesting colors when fall arrives.  

 Climatic conditions also play an important role in determining the coloration of leaves. As 

previously mentioned, chlorophyll is produced in the highest quantities when conditions are 

sunny and warm. Therefore, when fall approaches and temperatures decrease the production of 

chlorophyll slows significantly. Additionally, as days become shorter, the leaves have less 

exposure to sun throughout each day, further reducing the amount of chlorophyll that is 

produced. Finally the amount of available moisture also impacts the changing leaf color in the 

fall. 

 The most ideal conditions for vibrant colors would require adequate moisture throughout 

the summer and fall, as droughts can lead to delayed or muted colors. The ideal conditions 

would also include sunny warm days which produce excess sugars, and cool nights which shrink 

and constrict the veins of leaves meaning sugars are trapped and can react and trigger 

production of other pigments. 

 Next time you walk around during the fall, you can take a look at the leaves with a better 

understanding of why they change color. Now you can draw your own conclusions of what factors 

might lead to a particularly vibrant or otherwise dull season of foliage.  
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  The Uglier The Better 
By Alexandra Iannece 

 Worldwide, almost half  of  all produce ends up being 
completely wasted before it even reaches a store. There is an 
important distinction to note between the terms “food waste” 
and “food loss”. Food waste is food that is fit for human 
consumption but ends up getting thrown away at the hands 
of  the consumer. Food loss is food that never even reaches 
the chance of  being consumed. Some causes of  food loss are produce that is damaged by 
pests, disease, or weather. If  a farmer feels that their harvest is not blemish free or 
perfectly appealing, they will leave it to rot in their field or send it to a landfill. Another 
reason for food loss is improper handling by transporters. If  a truck driver does not 
reach his destination in time or does not have proper cooling for the produce, then it will 
most likely be rejected and thrown away. In the case of  ugly fruit, it is susceptible to 
both food waste and food loss because it is vulnerable to both consumers and producers. 

 Ugly fruit is a term that represents 
produce that is perfectly fresh and edible but 
ends up being wasted because it is not as 
cosmetically appealing as other produce 
options. Many consumers have this false 
perception that food supply is endless. This is 
partly because supermarkets tend to overstock 
their shelves with an abundant supply of  
produce, which causes people to believe that 
there will always be more available. Given this 
perception, consumers feel that the should not 
waste their money on a bruised apple when 

there are ten “perfect” apples surrounding it. Another issue with over stocking shelves is 
that some of  the produce gets pushed to the back or underneath so by the time it is in 
the view of  the consumer, it might have a slight discoloration or a minor bruise deeming 
it “ugly.” Produce has to meet a consumer’s unofficial guidelines in order to be worthy of  
their purchase. 
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Another perfectly attainable solution to prevent ugly fruit 
from being wasted is donating it to those in need of  food. 
Worldwide, nearly 800 million people suffer from starvation. 
Therefore, all of  the edible and nutritious produce that gets sent to 
landfills could be used to help feed hungry people. Organizations like Ample Harvest.org 
connect farmers with food pantries so that they could donate their excess ugly produce 
rather than throwing it out. Another successful organization is Hungry Harvest, who 
rescues ugly fruit from producers and retailers and then donates produce baskets to low 
income communities who cannot afford to purchase nutritious food. There are so many 
outlets available to us to save ugly fruit from landfills, but it is up to individuals to utilize 
them. Individuals can also start lowering their unattainable standards of  cosmetic 
perfection and start to appreciate produce for what it is worth. 

 In addition to consumer guidelines, there are also official qualifications 
deemed by the USDA and retailers that produce has to meet in order to even be available 
to consumers. These guidelines are very specific and quite unattainable. They revolve 
around cosmetic perfection rather than nutrition and edibility. It is 
interesting that there are such harsh guidelines for producers to meet but 
there are no regulations guiding both retailers and producers on proper 
disposal methods that would not further harm the environment. The most 
prevalent disposal method is to send the rejected produce to landfills where 
their natural makeup is completely wasted. All of  the resources used in the 
growing process are wasted and not returned to the natural world. Rather 
than sending ugly fruit to landfills to rot and release methane into the 
atmosphere, a more environmentally efficient solution is to compost. 
Composting allows the natural materials of  produce to return to the 
environment and be used to improve soil and reduce the need for 
chemical fertilizers by breaking down organic matter to create 
something else. 
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The Slippery Slope of Winter 

Road Treatment  

 

 It is 
about that time 
of year again 
when we will 
start to see ice-
melt trucks 
littering the 
roads and 
highways. New 
Jersey has 68 
salt storage facilities for the sole purpose of anti
-icing the state’s roads each winter. These 
facilities have the capacity to store 228,000 tons 
of road salt and one million gallons of anti-icing 
liquid enabling the state to pre-treat thousands 
of miles of streets in anticipation of any form of 
winter precipitation. While this gives NJ 
residents the best chance at staying safe while 
continuing their daily life, at what cost does it 
have to the environment? Is there a better, 
safer way to keep our roads clear of ice and our 
residents safe with less damage to our natural 
environment and less damage to infrastructure, 
automobiles, and any item that comes in 
contact with the corrosive salt? 

The components of winter road treatments 
enter the natural environment primarily 
through the runoff from rain and melting snow 
and ice. These substances end up in our soil, 
groundwater, and surface waters. There are 
documented instances where public water 
supply and human health has been affected 
alongside many claims that were not “officially” 

recognized as being 
connected to winter 
road treatment. 
During the period, 
1983 to 2003, the 
state of New 
Hampshire replaced 
more than 424 
private wells that 
were contaminated 

by road salt, including the abandonment of 
several public water supplies, totaling a cost of 
$3.2 million. Sodium contamination in drinking 
water can pose threats to people who have 
lower sodium diets, such as those with 
hypertension. It also affects the taste. As winter 
storms become more frequent and increasingly 
intense across the country, the cost and 
biological impacts of winter road treatment will 
likely develop into a more significant problem. 
Excess sodium causes nutrient leeching in soil, 
leading to losses in soil quality and increased 
nutrient runoff into water. Wildlife is subject to 
damaging sodium levels through ingesting salt 
and drinking runoff and polluted waters. 
Snowmelt has particularly high concentrations 
of these chemicals, which wildlife often uses as 
a drinking source. In vegetation, salt primarily 
causes foliage damage and harms growth by 
interrupting nutrient uptake. The loss of native 
vegetation hurts wildlife food sources and 
creates favorable environments for invasive 
species. Chloride has many deleterious effects 
on the environment, and it is not subject to any 

By: Dru Corbeille  
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significant natural removal. Only dilution can 
reduce chloride concentration, which means that 
chloride levels increase every year and will 
continue until we take targeted action. Other 
components of salt used in pre-treatment includes 
compounds like ferrocyanide, along with minerals 
such as phosphorous and iron, which can 
represent up to 5% of the total weight. In 2003, 
the US Environmental Protection Agency added 
ferrocyanide to its list of toxic pollutants under 
the Clean Water Act. The fish and plants in our 
fresh water streams and rivers cannot live in 
saltwater, so when the salinity is increased in the 
water due to runoff, many die. While the fish and 
plants in the ocean are able to live in salt water, 
the increased salinity may cause illness and death 
leading to decreasing populations and biological 
dead zones. Birds are very vulnerable to the 
effects of salt-treatment because they often 
mistake salt crystals for seeds and other food. 
Consumption of small amounts of salt can cause 
toxic poisoning and death within bird populations. 
In order to better protect the natural environment 
from anthropogenic pressures, steps should be 
taken to reduce this source of pollution. If not for 
the sake of preserving wildlife for preservations’ 
sake, loss of wildlife, vegetation, and soil fertility 
will put pressures on food and water supply, and 
ultimately human health. 

Most issues that achieve change through public 
policy are ones that affect the taxpayers’ pockets. 
Thus, if we were to look at the costs associated 
with the winter road treatment, perhaps 

taxpayers might become motivated to 
demand change. Road salt is subsidized 
by the government, so the true cost 
that a taxpayer pays per pound 
becomes a complicated figure. Citizens 
are paying both the cost of subsidizing 
the road salt production through their 
taxes, and again to purchase the salt 
and manpower/infrastructure needed 
to apply it to the roads. This cost is 
climbing at a steady rate, especially for 
the snowier areas of the country like 

New Jersey. In 2014, according to a report from 
the United States Geological Survey, salt 
production was a $2.2 billion industry, in which 
43% of all sales went to winter road treatment. In 
2015, the cost of salt spiked, and winter road 
maintenance consumed 20% of state department 
of transportation maintenance budgets across the 
country. State and local agencies spent more than 
$2.3 billion on these maintenance operations 
annually. These numbers are staggering and may 
be a potential target for significant savings. 
Alongside the straight-forward cost of purchasing 
and applying these treatments, there are also 
considerable costs that stem from damage to 
infrastructure and the environment. Salt-based 
treatments are corrosive and degrade 
infrastructure such as guardrails and bridges. The 
subsequent layer of salt-residue on automobiles 
during the winter can lead to staggering costs 
nationally, with some estimates exceeding into 
the billions. Removing salt from water is especially 
expensive. The reality of this growing issue is that 
unless 
something 
changes, these 
costs will 
continue to 
grow. Proactive 
changes in the 
near future 
could mean 
huge savings 
and the freeing 
up of revenue 
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for other public programs. 

Small changes that can help reduce the 
harm is by adding water to the salt which 
makes it spread more effectively and 
adhere better to the road surface. The 
United States and Canada as well as a few 
other countries have begun 
experimenting with some alternatives to 
the standard rock-salt blend. One 
alternative is to use some sort of brine. In 
2011, NJ state officials sprayed sidewalks 
and streets with pickle juice. Reports 
showed that pickle brine melted snow as 
efficiently as standard treatments, at a 
much lower cost both monetarily and to 
the natural environment. Cheese brine and potato 
juice have also been tested and have proven 
effective. A surprising but promising alternative 
that has been tested across the country is the use 
of beet wastewater! This liquid is left over from 
sugar beet processing, and has proven to be more 
effective at lower temperatures than salt 
treatment and brine treatment. Beet wastewater 
is produced on a large-scale across the country, 
benefiting the prospects of this option when 
considering meeting the huge demand for winter 
road treatment. Some drawbacks to both the 
brine methods and the beet waste is the 
possibility of unappealing odors, and the impact of 
adding sugar and other new materials to the 
environment. A different approach to this 
problem is creating roads that are capable of 
clearing themselves of winter precipitation. One 
idea that has been tested is using solar panels to 
heat water underneath the roads, melting what is 
on top. Warming water in pipes underneath the 
asphalt is a successful but expensive method used 
by some private homeowners to maintain their 
driveways. Changing the treatment substance or 
the structure of roads are not the only methods 
that can be employed to address this growing 
problem. Improvements in efficiency is often an 
easier and effective way to decrease the impact of 
polluting activities. A significant amount of rock 
salt bounces off the road when applied, as well as 

being swept off and carried by automobiles. 
Improving dispersion techniques and applying less 
harmful substances like brine to the roads, can 
help preserve the effectiveness of the treatments, 
and lead to decreased use of harmful ingredients 
overall.  Improving efficiency is a promising and 
considerably less difficult change than switching 
to entirely new treatments that should be taken 
alone or in-tangent to complement other 
strategies.     
 If you are interested in using less salt on 
your property this winter, consider using one of 
the alternatives described above. Pickle brine is 
inexpensive and easy to make! 
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 Founded in 1766, it is not by chance that Rutgers University is entwined in American history. 

The student body at large has been presented with the show stopping moments, from being one of 

the nine colonial colleges founded before the American Revolution to defeating Princeton in the first 

collegiate football game. Rutgers is so steeped in moments of greatness that it is hard to keep track, 

and unfortunately some are lost to the less observant. Such an event happened with a cornerstone 

of American history, tucked away along the green of Old Queens College, where the oldest 

geological museum in the United States remains standing proud, esteemed, and very much alive. 

 The modest founding of the Geology Museum all started with a professor’s love of teaching. 

Lewis Caleb Beck used his personal collection  of minerals as a way of teaching natural sciences to 

students within Van Nest Hall. During this era of education however, geology was one of the hottest 

sciences on the scene, and the need to expand was a necessity. With the help of George Hammell 

Cook, money was raised and Rutgers University erected a Geology Hall in 1872. Included in this hall 

was the United States’ first museum strictly dedicated to the science of geology. In 1966, McCormick 

wrote about the museums history and explained why the need for its inclusion was held in the very 

first blueprints. They state that in was built as part of Geology Hall “with the purpose of displaying 

and making the ever-growing mineral and fossil collections compiled by Beck, Cook, and others 

more accessible to the public and for use in the instruction of geology and natural history classes”. 

Listed below are the 5 major collections that can be found in the museum. 
 

Collections of the Museum 

 

Beck- Lewis Caleb Beck (1789-1853) was one of the first contributors the museum. While Lewis Beck 

contributed many different artifacts such as his mineralogical, entomological, and botanical 

collections, his most notable contribution was a fossilized section of earth where detailed tracks of 

the carnivorous dinosaur believed to be the Grallator were found in Towaco, NJ. 
 

Cook - George Hammell Cook (1818-1889) is the individual responsible for the construction of the 

Rutgers Geology Museum. Originally the museum was created due to the need to house George 

Cook’s mineral collection which doubled as a research/teaching facility. In the basement an armory 

was constructed to advance the study of military science. The scale and quality of his collection was 

unmatched and contains over 4,000 specimens. The most iconic piece at the museum is their 

Mastodon (Mammut americanum) skeleton excavated in Salem County, NJ. 
 

Chester - Albert Huntington Chester (1843-1903) was the first curator of the museum which held 

many of his more attractive pieces which are still on display to this day. His collection of stunning 

crystals from around the world were used as a research and teaching tool for students within various 

earth science fields. 

 

Rutgers Geology 

Museum: It Rocks!  

By Ryan Layden and 

Kevin Gibney 
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Rowe - George Rowe (1868-1947) was the mining captain of the New Jersey Zinc Company and 

many of his specimens on display were found within his own mine in Franklin, New Jersey. A mineral 

known as Rowelite was named after him and one of the few specimens in the world can be found 

within the museum. 
 

Hershhorn - Anne (1923-2001) and Milton Hershhorn (1920-2002) were strong supporters of the 

museum and wished to donate their unique collection resulting in the creation of the  Fluorescent 

Mineral Exhibit which opened in 2002. "My father was as dedicated to education as he was to 

fluorescent minerals. We are most pleased that my father's collection will continue to intrigue 

students through their beauty as art objects and through all the scientific stories they tell," said Mark 

Hershhorn, son of the collector and member of the Rutgers Board of Governors. 

Whether you're looking to explore the rich history of Rutgers geology program, set up a tour, 

or schedule a children's birthday party, the Rutgers Geology Museum is perfect for all age groups. 

For more information of upcoming events or ways to 

get involved visit their website at 

https://geologymuseum.rutgers.edu/ or call (848) 932

-7243. Support from the community is what cements 

this historical gem in New Jersey. Monetary and 

specimen donations are encouraged and allow the 

museum to continue to grow and remain a part of 

America’s history along the banks of the Raritan. 

Upcoming events 

 

Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey

 
Geology Hall, 2nd Floor 

85 Somerset Street  

New Brunswick, NJ 08901P: (848) 932-7243 

F: (732) 932-1789 

geologymuseum@sas.rutgers.edu 

Date Event Time Location 

Saturday, December 

15th 

Saturday Tour Day 10:00am - 01:00pm Rutgers Geology  

Museum 

Saturday, January 

19th 

Saturday Tour Day 10:00am - 01:00pm Rutgers Geology  

Museum 

Saturday, January 

26th 

Annual Open House 10:00am - 03:00pm Rutgers Geology  

Museum 

Saturday, February 

16th 

Saturday Tour Day 10:00am - 01:00pm Rutgers Geology  

Museum 

Saturday, March 30th Saturday Tour 10:00am - 01:00pm Rutgers Geology  

Museum 
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Bridging the Gap Between Academics and Publishers: Article 2 

By Gina Sbrilli 

Rutgers University Press is the school’s own academic publisher, 

bringing the work of the school’s professors — and professors and 
researchers from around the world — into print. Micah Kleit, the press 

director, goes into detail on the specifics of getting one’s work published, 
particularly those that work in the hard sciences. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Q: How do presses/publishing houses decide on what subjects to cover? 
A: “A lot of what university presses decide to publish has a lot to do with 

how they started. Some started as printing offices and then were built up 
to reflect the best of research at those places. So Princeton doesn’t have a 

medical school, for instance but it’s famous for physics and 
mathematics, and so it publishes in those areas. But, do the most part, 

university presses are publishers of the social sciences – the humanities 
– and will leave the hard sciences [biology, ecology, chemistry, etc.] are 

left to commercial publishers, because the hard sciences are what tend 
to be sold back to universities at huge mark-ups.” 
 

Q: Is the process different in terms of soliciting for a book that falls 

under the hard sciences? 
A: “A press has to hustle to find these types of books if they were to do 

one. And then you have to compete against a different set of presses. 
Your competing against much larger presses with a lot more money to 

spend.” 
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Q: Is the marketing that goes into these books different than the soft/

social sciences? 
A: “The publishers that do publish the harder sciences are usually much 

bigger, and have the resources that are needed to go into it. Publishers 
that do books in the sciences, they have to pay those authors a lot more 

because the pressure to publish those books isn’t as great as in the social 
sciences, so there’s a higher cost of getting those authors. Sales 

expectations are a lot higher.” 
 

Q: How well do these types of harder science books sell? 
A: “The cost of sales for a book in the sciences is about $14,000; but for a 

science book, it could be four time that – so 40 or 50 thousand dollars. 
And this is partly because you have to print more copies to sell more 

copies in order to make the margins work. So you need to sell thousands 
of copies of a book – and a lot of smaller presses just can’t afford to do 

that.” 
 

Q: What publishers would you say are good at publishing/marketing these 
“denser” types of books and research? 
A: “Princeton University Press, California University Press, Chicago 

University Press, Oxford University Press, Johns Hopkins University Press” 
 

Q: What advice would you give to researchers and professors that are 
trying to get these heavier types of subjects published? 

A: “Look at the universities that have strong sciences – they often have 
university presses that have strong sciences publishers as well.” 



Dead Fish are Being Used for 

 WHAT? 

By: Natalia Binkowski  

 In this day and age, environmentally 

conscious people are always looking for new 

ways to reduce pollution and carbon emissions. 

An interesting idea that has recently been 

proposed is to use dead fish to power cruise 

ships. Norwegian cruise operator Hurtigruten has 

big plans to use this method in order to reduce its 

pollution impact. This company claims it is the 

first in the world to power its craft without fossil 

fuel- its ships will be powered by nature, while 

other companies will be using heavy, polluting 

fuels. Since it operates cruises in the Arctic and 

Antarctic, both being highly sensitive 

environments, it can make a huge positive 

difference. Norway as a whole has been trying to 

find ways to use more green energy to create a 

cleaner planet. It always comes up with fresh 

ideas such as, carbon capture systems that trap 

carbon emissions before they go into our 

atmosphere, banning landfills and single use 

plastic, or...using dead fish as a form of energy. 

When large ships burn oil, coal, or gas as they sail 

across oceans, “carbon dioxide enters the ocean, 

it reacts with sea water to form carbonic 

acid” (NRDC 2009). This leads to ocean 

acidification which could potentially result in a 

“‘global osteoporosis,’ harming not only 

commercially important shellfish, such as lobster, 

crabs, and mussels, but also key species in marine 

food webs” (NRDC 2009). Once the food chain is 

out of sorts, it will affect lands animals and 

humans greatly. Not to mention, there are 

millions of ocean-related jobs in the United 

States alone and millions of people that use the 

ocean as a food source. If the ocean continues to 

be polluted by toxic gases and garbage, many, 

many people, animals, ecosystems, industries, 

and more will be affected negatively. In fact, all 

previous mass extinctions of life on earth, were 

preceded by extremely similar conditions that are 

now happening in our ocean environment. 

Norway is known for its fishing industry and has 

many leftover dead fish that end up being put to 

waste. After being criticized for its climate 

footprint, cruise sector Hurtigruten is trying to 

reduce its emissions and use more 

environmentally friendly forms of energy. It is 

currently in the process of building three brand 

new hybrid-powered cruise ships that should be 

ready in the next three years. Since Norway’s 

buses already run on biogas successfully, trying it 

out on a few heavy-impact ships is a good idea. 

Biogas is a mixture of several gases that is 

produced by the breakdown of organic matter in 

the absence of oxygen. In this case, instead of 

using heavy fuel, a liquefied biogas will be made 
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using dead fish mixed with other 

organic matter (that would typically 

be put in a landfill). By 2021, 

Hurtigruten “aims to have six of its 

17 ships capable of using a 

combination of biogas, batteries 

and liquefied natural gas, the 

cleanest of fossil fuels” (AFP 2018). 

By 2026, Norway as a country 

wants to be “zero emission” in 

terms of ferries and cruise ships. If 

this is successful and more 

countries begin to do this, we can 

truly make a positive impact on our declining 

environment. 

Norway already stands as a major force in 

sustainability and is constantly trying to find ways 

to save our environment. If more countries were 

to try some of the methods that Norway 

uses, or at least show interest in helping the 

environment, progress would be made much 

quicker. The few countries that are trying to put 

laws and regulations into place cannot fix the 

earth by themselves, no matter how hard they try. 

There needs to be a group effort. If all the 

countries that have the most impact on the 

environment were to use dead fish and organic 

matter in their ships instead of heavy fossil fuels, 

the results would be remarkable. Ironically, rotten, 

dead fish have the potential to make our oceans 

much less rotten and much more lively. 
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What Wood You   

Say About Deforestation? 

 Redwood trees are truly incredible sights to see. In addition to their beauty, they have 
a very rich history. There was once eight kinds of redwood trees which were found all over 

the world in places like Brazil, Ireland, Japan, and even Siberia. Those eight species evolved 
to the three we have today. Records indicate the first redwoods came a short time after the 

dinosaurs and before many plant and insect species. In other words, they have been around 
much longer than people would typically imagine--for about 240 million years around the 

world, and for 20 million years in California. California redwoods, also called coast 
redwoods, tend to live for 500-700 years but can live up to 2000 years in ideal conditions. 

Coast redwoods are also the tallest trees in the world. One tree named Hyperion, which was 
discovered in 2006 has an astounding height of 379.7 feet. Adult coast redwood trunks can 

have a diameter of 24 feet and weigh almost 2 million pounds. Ten to fifteen adults could sit 
around these massive trees with some space between them! They require a large amount of 

water to thrive. To service this need, they have the ability to trap fog in their branches and 
use it instead of rainfall during water shortages. Because of their high amounts of tannin, a 

natural protectant, coast redwoods are also quite resistant to various insect species, forest 
fires, and rotting. 

 
 As a result of their incredible durability, they are often used to make premium decking, 

picnic tables, doors, and cabins. In San Francisco, Oakland, and Sacramento, building codes 
once made it mandatory for redwood lumber to be used in the building foundations! Truly, 

something as valuable as the coast redwood must have always been regarded with respect 
and care, right? Unfortunately, that is not the case. The industrial logging of these trees 

started around the mid-nineteenth century through major companies like Pacific Lumber. 
Prior to that, for generations logging companies sustainably harvested the coast redwoods. 

However, new management mid-century came with a new attitude towards these forests. 
Coast redwoods’ numbers began to fall drastically due to a sharp increase in logging. Almost 

95 percent of the original redwoods in California have been cut down, leaving the once 
vibrant forests very vulnerable. Deforestation helps accelerate the rate of climate change, 

which in turn causes further harm to the trees. With warmer climates, there has been less 
rain, which the redwoods need a lot of to remain healthy. 

 
 Since the 1970s, there have been many environmental activists that came forward to 

speak about the dangers associated with the rate at which the redwoods were being cut 
down. Without the trees’ strong roots to help hold soil in place, landslides began to happen 

fairly often after heavy rains, causing some homes that were built on hills to be completely 
destroyed. Ancient redwood forests also keep three times as much carbon (which some 

believe to be a significant factor in climate change) in their trunks than any other forest in 
the world. These forests are also home to several vulnerable species like the mountain lion, 

Sarah Ekenezar 
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the marbled murrelet owl, and the Coho salmon. With their destruction, these animals are 
forced to move into less favorable habitats which often cause them to die. Adult Coast 

redwoods are also resistant to fires. This is definitely something important in North and 
Central California where droughts are somewhat common, causing fires to spread more easily. 

 
 Fortunately, people’s vocal protests did not go unheard for long. Many of the remaining 

coastal redwoods are being preserved in 93 national parks, and several conservation groups 
like Earth First! have made it their goal to try to restore the old-growth forests. With a quick 

visit to one of these parks, anyone is guaranteed to be in awe of these majestic trees’ 
breathtaking beauty. It seems we certainly have the ability to ensure the coast redwoods’ 

safety for generations to come. 
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 While the Northeast was experiencing a record-breaking November in terms of cold 

weather and snowfalls in the past hundred years, the second volume of the Fourth National 

Climate Assessment was released during the Thanksgiving break. The National Climate 

Assessment (NCA) is a federal report mandated by Congress under the Global Change 

Research Act of 1990 that is written in joint effort by thirteen federal agencies and 

departments collaborating as part of the US Global Change Research Program (USGCRP). The 

purpose of the NCA was not only to inform the US government, but the world in the long-term 

impact global change will have on the economy, biodiversity, agriculture, and other spheres of 

life. The goal of the NCA report is to assess methods to mitigate the negative impacts of global 

change, such as climate change.  

 The second volume of the Fourth National Climate Assessment draws focus on the 

impact climate change will have on the US in the face of rising sea level, extreme weather 

events, and drought. The NCA report stated that “Annual average temperature over the 

contiguous United States has increased by 1.2°F (0.7°C) over the last few decades”, and that, 

“Recent decades are the warmest in at least the past 1,500 years”. Recorded rising 

temperatures coincided with the assessment’s projected rising global sea levels, which are 

predicted to rise “between 1 foot and 8 feet by 2100, with a very likely range of between 1 

foot and 4.3 feet”. 

Rising air and increasing temperatures are predicted to amplify drought conditions. 

Increased drought will reduce water availability and spur the need to withdraw more 

groundwater as droughts intensify. An increase in groundwater withdrawal is set to 

exacerbate already declining water availability in known aquifers. Groundwater withdrawal 

has already accelerated to combat persistent droughts from 2001-2008, as large aquifers like 

the High Plains Aquifer is depleted at 10 times the rate of natural recharge. The NCA 

emphasizes that effective methods of water management are necessary to combat changing 

rates of precipitation. 

 The United States’ aging infrastructure is expected to be dealt damage with increased 

frequency of extreme precipitation events and flooding. 15,000 dams are listed as risk to high 

precipitation events and droughts that lead to soil erosion and subsidence threatens earth 

dams and levees. The U.S. Caribbean, Hawaii, and the U.S.-Affiliated Pacific Islands face salt-
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Water and Drought: The National Climate Assessment 

Harks Worsening Effects of Global Climate Change 

By Toyosi Dickson 
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water contamination of freshwater from frequent storm events, flooding, and drought. The 

cost to update and improve public water systems to main water quality and public safety is 

estimated to be $384 billion between 2011 to 2030. Wastewater treatment and conveyance 

facilities will need a capital investment of $271 billion to deal with combined sewer overflow 

events for the next 20 years.  

 President Trump has stated; “I don’t believe it”, regarding the findings of the 

assessment produced from his administration. The President would later state in an interview 

with the Washington Post that his mentality cam from, “that a lot of people like myself, we 

have very high levels of intelligence but we’re not necessarily such believers,” in the work of 

over 300 climate scientist collaborating within his administration. President Trump maintains 

that the environmental conditions of United States’ water and air is “at a record clean”, which 

was not a direct address at the impact of climate change and focused more on pollution. The 

National Climate Assessment emphasizes the importance of improving strategies to mitigate 

the impact of climate change as the effects are real and that at least 90% of warming is 
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 Thrifting has become a popular form of buying used clothing. You can see students or faculty on 
campus wearing those torn jean jackets, graphic t-shirts from the 80’s and 90’s, and retro pants. When you 
actively go out to a clothing swap or local trading post, you may feel nostalgia approaching your essential 
aura. The feeling of finding an article of clothing that you may grow an attachment to, extends a feeling of 
exhilaration. As you may go through this process of thrifting, you may not realize that you are benefiting a 
great cause. 
 

 The biggest contributors to the fashion industry are Japan, USA, Europe, and China. According to an 
article titled, “Fashion Industry Waste Statistics”, it states, “Second to oil, the clothing and textile industry is 
the largest polluter in the world. It takes more than 5,000 gallons of water to manufacture just a T-shirt and a 
pair of jeans.” The NPR also reports, from the Environmental Protection Agency, “that 15.1 million tons of 
textile waste was generated in 2013, of which 12.8 million tons were discarded.” From these statistics you 
may see that about 85% of clothing is wasted. 
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Why Thrift? 
By Benjamin Brizuela 

 If we choose to purchase clothing through thrift stores, clothing swaps, or thrift apps then it is 

possible to reduce the waste of textiles. There are many places locally that are able to provide a service not 

only for you, but for the homeless people in need of clothing. According to an article titled, “Here’s Why You 

Should Definitely Be Shopping at a Thrift Store” written by Andy McDonald, “Such as the case in Dallas Texas, 

where the Out of the Closet Thrift Store operated by the AIDS Healthcare Foundation offers free HIV tests to 

customers. Shopping at these stores keeps them in business and keeps these important services going.” Thrift 

stores can provide not only clothing but services to those in need. In the local New Brunswick area, an Easter 

dinner is sponsored by the Archangel Raphael’s Mission, a New Brunswick nonprofit that aids the homeless. 

The dinner is donated by local restaurants such as Destination Dogs, pasta from Catherine Lombardi and three 

carved turkeys. Volunteers can be found supplying food to the homeless, gathering donated clothing that the 

homeless needed and provide care packages containing healthcare products for hygiene. These community 

driven organizations are finding ways for clothing and forms of healthcare to combine and benefit those in 
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 As you may become more interested in thrifting in the local New Brunswick area, try these local spots 
to find some treasure. If you have a car or bike, you can travel over the bridge to Highland Park, New Jersey. 
There is a thrift shop called Tower Thrift Store and as you walk in you are welcomed by some warm faces of 
volunteers. They have a wide variety of clothing ranging from vinyl records to hefty raincoats. You will pay 
close to nothing for four articles of clothing. There is another place that has the ability to take you back in 
time. This place in particular is called By the By Vintage store. It is owned by two Rutgers alumni Nicole Gifford 
and Gabe Ciarello. It is located on 9 Elm Row in New Brunswick. The scent of incense hits you as you walk in. 
You are greeted by the smiles of the owners and the environment of vintage clothing surrounding you. It is 
well organized and priced specifically for Rutgers students, ranging from $5 to $40. 
 

The Christmas season is approaching, so as you gather your gifts for giving, try to keep in mind that 
these thrift stores carry an array of gifts that your significant other or family member will appreciate. 
Depending on who it is, it may bring them back in time or add to their style. Key reminder, you will also be 
reducing textile waste in the world and at the same time bringing happiness to your loved ones. Shop 
intelligently.     
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 Late October of 2018, the Canadian senate passed S-203, a bill that would make the captivity 

but also the breeding of cetaceans a criminal offense. Cetaceans are defined as marine 

mammals including whales, dolphins, and porpoises. The bill was first introduced in December 

of 2015 by Wilfred Moore, a liberal senator who is now retired. While the bill was backed by a 

Green Party senator and created with Liberal influences, the bill has seen support from all areas 

of the political spectrum. 

The passing of this bill, however, has been said to ensure the downfall of two popular theme 

parks, the Vancouver Aquarium and Marineland in Niagara Falls. The Vancouver Aquarium 

previously stated that the bill would 

damper their conservation efforts for the 

species but has since stated that they will 

no longer be displaying cetaceans, as the 

associated protests have put a burden on 

their business. Marineland has been 

slightly more vocal with their protests 

against the bill. The theme park insisted 

that the passing of the bill would not only 

devastate attendance, but also their 

conservation efforts. They also released a 

statement stating that the bill also 

threatens the seasonal employment of 

hundreds of local residences. After the bill was passed, Marineland issued a follow up 

statement, claiming that S-203 was anti-science, as it was “not supported by the relevant 

ministries or the credible scientific community” The statement declared, “Sadly, it impairs 

legitimate scientific and research programs and is explicitly targeted to close Marineland”, 

"The bill and the debate around it (have) been highly emotional, lacking in fact-based or 

science-based analysis and mired in unnecessary conflict incited by radical animal rights 

groups from the United States." Marineland’s vocal opposition to the bill seems to be 

pertaining to the more scientific aspect of the bill, perhaps because this bill not only 

criminalizes the captivity and breeding of cetaceans, but it would also criminalize the importing 

of cetacean sperm, tissue cultures or embryos.  

However, Many of the politicians backing this bill believe their statement was only a front. 

Independent Senator Mary Jane Callum stated her belief these theme parks only keep whales  

Willy Has Been Freed 
By: Marissa O’Connor 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/yoh_59/35419153442  
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and dolphins in captivity just for profit. “If scientists are truly interested in observing and 

understanding the actions and behaviors of these animals, they would be best suited doing this 

in the wild, where they are able to exist freely and without constraint.” 

Other politicians have different opinions. Conservative Senator Don Plett, according to 

sources, has repeatedly used procedural obstruction to keep it from moving to a vote, which 

has appeared to have the support of the Conservative caucus. Senator Plett is a notable member 

of the Senate fisheries committee. The committee spent considerable time studying the bill, as 

they did for nearly eight months, over 17 committee meetings with more than 30 witnesses. 

The night the bill was passed, Senator Plett 

pleaded, "I asked the sponsor of this bill, Sen. 

Moore, and other members of the fisheries 

committee whether any of them had ever made 

a trip to Marineland to inspect this 'horrendous' 

facility that everybody is talking about — to 

inspect this small little bathtub that these 

whales are swimming around in,". He followed 

this statement by saying, "I have been there. I 

have been to the Vancouver Aquarium. I see 

the joy on these cetaceans faces' — on the 

belugas' faces — when they come out and get 

food”. 

Both sides to this bill have shared their fair amounts of points and testimony, the bill was 

ultimately passed by the Senate and the subsequently sent to the House of Commons. If 

approved there, the bill is sent for Royal Assent and becomes a law. In the event of becoming a 

law, it would phase out captivity over time. Meaning, Marineland would still be able to keep 

their current stock of 55 cetaceans. 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/

katrinaebowman/5938289035  
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 Two years ago in October of 2015, China’s one-child policy was put to an end. Despite the change 
in policy, impacts on the country’s population remain. There is an outstanding number of children who 
are either in foster care or homeless. In addition, the population is unable to produce quickly enough to 
help save China’s depleting generations. 

 While researching, I assumed I would find much more on the internet about separated children in 
foster care. This is because my junior year history teacher adopted his daughter from Hong Kong during 
the height of this policy. I recently asked him a few questions to refresh my memory and he sent me a 
summarization of his story: 

 “Emma was born in 2004 in a 
small city named Nanning. This was at 
the height of the one child policy in 
China. The goal of this policy was to 
reduce the population explosion that 
took place in China post WW2. 
Establishing these strict rules meant 
that many who were born in that 
country would be available for 
adoption to millions of prospective 
parents from around the world...and 
this is our story. 

 My wife and I decided to adopt 
from China early in the century. Much 
paperwork, background checks and money were needed to be furnished before a child could be available 
to us. And although that process took several years we finally were told that a child was born in October 
of 2004 and that I was now a father! 

 If I could meet one person in my life, it would be whoever it was in China that took our 
information and combed through the thousands of children waiting to be adopted and matched us with 
this young lady who has changed our lives forever. That’s what we History nerds call “turning points.” 
Because I sometimes find it hard to think of my life before having Emma […] I honor and respect her birth 
parents. What an incredible sacrifice, whatever the reason.” 

It was very heartwarming and served as a relief from the unfortunate nature of this issue. It also 
helped to emphasize the calamity of separations happening between parents and their children. “An 
estimated 3,500 children are in full-time residential care in Hong Kong at any given moment, according to 
the CEO of Mother’s Choice, one of the main foster and adoption agencies […]” (scmp.com). These 
homeless children are forced to reside at temporary residencies for years without families or loved ones. 
If the problem wasn’t bad enough, growing concerns regarding issues in behavior and mental health 
amongst foster children are pushing adopters to withdraw applications. 

 

Impacts from China’s One-Child Policy 

By: Kira Siligato 

Npr.org 
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My teacher had made the decision to fly to Hong Kong and adopt his daughter, Emily, when she 
was a newborn potentially at risk of abortion. Yes… newborn abortion. “Pregnancies are terminated at 
any stage, meaning even a full-term, viable newborn can be killed.” (washingtonpost.com). The 
practices with which this is done are grotesque and murderously inhumane. They are bad enough to be 
considered psychopathic by most cultures. Hundreds of women have been forcefully dragged into 
abortions and infertility, either by government officials or through gang beatings and humiliation. This 
also causes massive amounts of both physical and mental damage within the “aging population” of 
China. 

 With millions barred from entering 
the world, and those alive tortured through 
measures deemed to be bureaucratic, what 
humanity is left to salvage reproductivity 
from? The adult population has yet been able 
to mend the damage from this aggressive 
policy. The media is censored from 
mentioning or showing brutality regarding 
the policy. This means there is still much 
more to be said, and more importantly done, 
before successfully rebalancing China’s 
population, and helping those already 
impacted. 
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 Chromium Toxicity: A NJ Case Study 

Gayatri Anguloori 

CHROMIUM TOXICITY 
         Hudson County, NJ was a prominent center for chromium ore processing. Nearly 
three million tons of the residue, known as chromium ore processing residue (COPR), 
was used in the 50s and 60s as fill in material in residential and commercial 
construction (USDHHS). However, this excessive production, use, and disposal of COPR 
ignited the fear of environmental health concerns to residents and researchers. 
Naturally, there are three valence states for chromium; chromium (0), chromium (III), 
and chromium (VI). Chromium (VI) is considered to be the toxic form that should not 
be exposed in large amounts--as it 
has been associated with 
lung cancer. The occupational 
sources of chromium (VI) 
and chromium (III) is their release 
into the air through combustion and 
metallurgy plus, buildup in 
landfills as waste. In contrast, 
chromium (VI) is better absorbed 
from the lungs, gut, and skin than Cr 
(III) and exposure to the former can 
cause irritating and corrosive effects 
(Institute of Medicine. 1995). 
More specifically, these corrosive properties of chromium (VI) have been linked to 
causing ulcers and rashes when in contact with skin and internal organs (Institute of 
Medicine. 1995). 

 

A CASE STUDY AT HOME  
By looking at its properties, there is understandable alarm that would be associated 
with prolonged and excessive chromium exposure. This excess in chromium can be 
found in the 160 COPR disposal sites in Hudson County; 136 of which can all be found 
in Jersey City. The environmental health concerns that were linked to chromium (VI) 
caused the US Department of Health and Human Services’ Agency for Toxic Substances 
and Disease Registry to do a case study from 1979 to 2003 on the Analysis of Lung 
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 Cancer Incidence Near Chromium-Contaminated Sites in New Jersey. During this study, 
researchers found a total of 3,249 malignant lung cancer cases. Focus groups were 
divided into exposure and no exposure groups and researchers noted there was an 
increase in the rate of lung cancer incidences in populations living in closer proximity to 
historic COPR sites (USDHHS). The results of the study were not proven to be 
statistically significant or a cause-effect relationship between chromium (VI) and lung 
cancer. However, hexavalent chromium is still dangerously corrosive when exposed to 
and it still has carcinogenic properties (proven increase in stomach cancer when Cr(+6) 
was exposed to drinking water in Chinese study) thus, the monitoring and analysis of 
hexavalent chromium should be continued. 

WHAT NOW? 
         The US Health and Human Services Case Study and previously known 
environmental health concerns of hexavalent chromium rose concerns in the Jersey City 
and Hudson County communities. Although the Jersey City community has been 
fighting for a cleanup since the 80s, it was a 2009 citizen’s lawsuit that was filed in 
Federal Court by Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC), Interfaith Community 
Organization (ICO), and GRACO Community Organization (GRACO) that reached a 
settlement (NRDC. 2011). It reported that he cleanup will cost PPG up to $600 million to 
remove the estimated 700,000 tons of chromium waste from the 17 acre neighborhood 
(NRDC. 2011). Although an environmental disaster, efforts to clean up the COPR 
disposals show the vigor of communities to take their health and that of the 
environment into their own hands. 
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In the summer of 2018, a record high red tide hit 
the Gulf of Mexico waters and the areas surrounding. 

Reports of a foul smell/ noxious gas emitted from the water 
along with hundreds of dead fish and marine life that washed 
ashore, as  discolored shore water spread across news stations 

warning of the dangers. 
Commonly referred to as Red Tide, this event is 

actually a natural phenomenon caused by the algae known as 

Karenia Brevis. Although the culprit of these events may not 
have been identified until more recently, these events have been 
recorded all the way back to the 1500s by Spanish explorers. 

But in more recent years with the factors of agricultural 
runoff and warmer weather attributed from climate change 

studies suggest Red Tides are getting worse. 
Karenia Brevis is part of a group known as 

harmful algal blooms (HABS for short), and releases 
neurotoxins called “brevetoxins” which can “affect the central 

nervous systems of many animals, causing them to 
die” (NOAA, 2018). Exposure to the dangerous brevetoxins 
can happen in a multitude of ways aside from direct contact 
with skin including ingestion and inhalation of algae and the 
consumption of contaminated animals. Once consumed these 

toxins can build-up in an organism and possibly spread 
throughout the food web. Although most of the severe impacts 

are on marine life, humans can be impacted as well 
contracting Neurotoxic Shellfish Poisoning from eating 

contaminated shellfish and respiratory illness/ irritation from 

the infected air. Aside from the toxins released, Karenia 
Brevis can also lead to the consequent oxygen depletion of the 

water for organisms as well with the decaying process 
absorbing large amounts of the dissolved oxygen necessary for 
other sea life, such as the scallops or sponges, to survive. 

The most noticeable/visible impact the red tide has 
had is on the fish populations of the gulf with hundreds of 

fish killed from the Red Tide either floating on the water or 
washed ashore. Once fish have come into contact with the 
brevetoxins, movement impairments, such as pectoral fin 
paralysis, convulsions and violent twisting, are common 

responses, but the ultimate cause of death from exposure is 
due to their gills ceasing to function. The span of this 

response/death from toxin exposure can be immediate, but also 
can take longer. The bloom itself aside from the toxins can 
be dangerous to the fish as well, with fish becoming entangled 

and strangled in the thick growth leading to deaths. 
Sea turtles are also another group hit hard from 

the Red Tide. Sea turtles that have been affected by the 
brevetoxins show signs of “muscle twitching” and “extreme 

lethargy” (“Effects of Florida’s Red”). Two species of sea 
turtle affected in particular that have already been suffering 
are the Loggerhead turtles and Kemp’s ridley turtles. The 

Loggerhead turtles have already been classified as a threatened 
species, while the Kemp’s ridley turtles are a part of the 

“world’s most endangered turtles” (“The Deadly Toll”).    
In addition to fish and sea turtles, marine 

mammals such as dolphins and manatees have been killed in 
larger numbers from Red Tide with longer spans, such as in 

Killer Red Tide  

Photo by: Chris O'Meara  

Photo by:  Matt Devitt 

By: Marissa Guzik 
Photo by:  Zack Wittman  
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2018. Dolphins are exposed and harmed from the brevetoxins 
through mainly direct contact and consumption/accumulation of 
poisoned fish. Manatees are also exposed through direct contact, 
but also through the consumption of the seagrass blades which 
contain filter-feeders stuck to them causing an accumulation of 

toxins. 
The Red Tide’s impact has reached to the skies as 

well with killing various coastal seabirds and shorebirds due to 
their diet of fish and crustaceans that have accumulated the 

toxins. These birds show responses that include not being able to 
stand, “seizures,” “labored breathing,”  and death. 

Summer 2018 has produced a large red tide with 
estimated high mortality numbers. Since this is a recent event, 
mortality numbers are still being finalized and produced. 
However, from the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation 
Commission(FWC) it suspects a total of 207 manatee deaths 
have attributed to the Red Tide. Another estimate of the 
number deaths and sick sea turtles counted 354 attributed to the 
Red Tide. 

Rehabilitation is also possible for the victims of the 
Red Tide, however the process of cleansing the toxins is 

lengthy. For example, for sea turtles it can take up to 50 

days for the toxins to leave the body (“Effects of Florida’s 
Red”).  

In order to help these marine populations prevention 
and reduction measures are necessary to reduce the damage 

caused by the Red Tides. 
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Trail Mix 

Farewell to one of our Chief 

Editors, Kevin Gibney! 

Congratulations on graduating 

and thank you so much for all you 

have done for The Trail.  

Good luck and we’ll miss you! 

Questions or Comments?  

Want to join The Trail as a  
writer, editor, graphic designer 

or photographer?                 

                                                  
Email us!  

epibtrail@gmail.com  

David Berry Jr. was the hunter 

that every other hunter hates. 

Hunting hundreds of trophy 

bucks for their heads without a 

license and leaving their bodies 

behind, he was finally caught and 

convicted to a year in prison. In 

case this was not enough 

incentive to change his ways, the 

judge added an extra twist to 

drive the point home on illegal 

hunting. Berry is now required 

by the court to watch Bambi 

once a month throughout his 

entire sentence. Fingers crossed 

this makes the buck stop here. 
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